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RESEARCH ARTICLE

The background of the odal rights: an archaeological discussion
Torun Zachrisson

Department of Archaeology and Classical Studies, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT
The age and origin of the odal rights known from medieval times in Sweden and Norway are
debated. Archaeologists tend to view them as old and a part of the pre-Christian society, whereas
historians and legal historians view them as established after Christianity was introduced,
mirroring canonical laws. In Viking Age runic inscriptions from the eleventh century in the lake
Mälaren valley in Sweden, from late tenth to eleventh century in south-western Norway, the term
odal, inherited family land occurs together with other expressions concerning landed property.
Furthermore, two runestones in Småland and Hälsingland in Sweden, c. 650 km apart, each
enumerate five earlier ancestors in a male lineage, the sponsor himself being the sixth genera-
tion. As these runic inscriptions were made in different parts of Scandinavia during the late tenth
and eleventh century, this indicates that the term and concept odal was widespread already
before the canonic laws of the early medieval period were introduced, and quite possibly belongs
to an older inheritance structure. The aim of this article is a renewed discussion focussing on the
runological sources where the term and concept odal can be found in the Viking Age
Scandinavian society (c. 750–1050 CE), but also early medieval written sources. Thereafter,
archaeological sources from the Late Iron Age are addressed (c. 550–1050 CE).
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State of research

Ownership of land can be defined as the right to
more permanently decide and dispose of the land. In
pre-Christian times, such claims were reflected in
visible graves and oral traditions connected to
them. The oðal1 right known from medieval times
in Norway and Sweden concerns the individual
landed property of a family. Land would count as
odal if it had been passed down through five gen-
erations of the same family, and became odal in the
sixth, as the older Gulathing Law of early twelfth
century western Norway states. Requirements were
relaxed somewhat and according to the Frostathing
Law of central Norway of the late twelfth century,
only three generations were needed (NGL I, 91, 237;
Robberstad 1967, Lindkvist 1979, p. 142, Gurevich
1992, p. 194). This right was not dependent on the
size of the property, but a direct result of the indi-
vidual’s relationship to earlier generations (Gurevich
1985, p. 45). Odal could also comprise waters and
stationary fishing works that belonged to the land
(Hafström 1962, p. 502, Robberstad 1967, p. 493).
Sons inherited shares in odal land, while daughters

did not share in the family land, but inherited out-
lying land (Sjöholm 1988, p. 128).

Several historians and legal historians agree that
the concept of odal existed in pre-Christian
Scandinavia. A general opinion however is that a
proper right – odelsret – was only established after
land started to be bought and sold (e.g. Robberstad
1967, Helle 2001, p. 119f). The odelsret prevented the
inherited land from being sold without the consent
of the relatives; if land nevertheless was sold, they
had a right to redeem it. It is known from the
provincial laws in Sweden as bördsrätt, and in
Danish laws as lovbydelse (Gelting 2000). This type
of right is known also from France and Germany
(Norseng 1987, Gelting 2000, see Vogt 2010, p.
209–211). As the odelsret seems to follow the limita-
tions of kinship in the canon law, legal historians
generally consider it to have reached its final form
after Christianity was introduced (Vogt 2010, p.
211–215 for a full discussion). Historian Knut Helle
likewise considers the odelsret as connected with the
Christian social order. When the Gulathing Law
requires that land should have passed through six
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generations, it is probably connected to the fact that
marriage between relatives was not accepted until
the seventh generation (Helle 2001, note 18).

Legal historian Helle Vogt has expanded the dis-
cussion by suggesting that one of the aims of the
introduction of legislation in the Scandinavian king-
doms was to establish an ‘ecclesiastical definition of
kinship’. This canonical kinship is viewed as an
alternative to the more loosely defined kinship ties
based ‘on blood, friendship and alliance’. Although
stressing that the borders between the two types of
kinship systems were fluid, she regards the Viking
Age social structure as frail and lacking a firm defi-
nition of kinship. Instead, it was characterized by its
elective- and alliance-based kinship (Vogt 2010, p.
11–14, 259).

Contrary to this, there is a widespread opinion
among archaeologists and some historians of reli-
gion in Sweden and Norway that there existed a
property right during at least the Viking Age that
was called odal (e.g. Skre 1998, Iversen 2004, Bratt
2008, p. 161, Löwenborg 2012, Sundqvist 2016, p.
448). I have earlier argued that inherited rights were
articulated and manifested, especially through grave
mounds at burial grounds of farms and manorial
estates in the Late Iron Age (c. 550–1050 CE), and
that these types of manifestations could be con-
nected to the concept of odal (Zachrisson 1994).
The fact that the term odal is widespread among
the Germanic languages speaks for its old age, but
also underlines its complexity. From the viewpoint
of the odelsret/bördsrätt only, it has been argued by
Christer Winberg that bördsrätt cannot be reduced
to a mere right in cases when landed property was
unrightfully sold. In the written law cases, bördsrätt
carried a double meaning – either potential right to
ownership or actual ownership (Winberg 1985, p.
237–239, see also Vogt 2010, p. 210). That in itself
implies that the concept of odelsrett – actual odal
could be embedded in the inheritance traditions and
social framework of pre-Christian Scandinavia. The
legal society of Viking Age Scandinavia has been in
focus lately in the Assembly-project (Sanmark 2017)
and there is a renewed interest in early law in
Scandinavia (e.g. Brink and Collinson 2014) which
encourages a discussion on land rights on the back-
ground of the legal Viking society.

Methodologically, the vision that chaos and dis-
order was at hand before the Late Viking Age when

Christian rulers came to power and gradually estab-
lished law and societal order, also concerning inher-
ited family land may seem attractive. But the
archaeological source material from especially
Sweden and Norway: data from the Late Iron Age
agrarian landscape, from burial grounds in Norway
and Sweden and the knowledge about the social
order of Scandinavia offers resistance to this view
(e.g. Foote and Wilson 1970, p. 80–82, Øye 2002, p.
226–228).

If the odal rights were a late ‘loan’ and influence
from the Roman Catholic Church, it is difficult to
understand why the concept could have spread so
quickly and be found in different parts of the
Scandinavian countries already early in the eleventh
century as will be shown below. These runic inscrip-
tions also indicate that the words used for expressing
odal rights may have been taken from the oral pre-
decessors of the written laws. Was the number of
generations enumerated, a trait that rested on the
canon law only? Or could the same amount of gen-
erations be articulated when property rights were
defended already in the Late Iron Age? And these
inheritance rights were named odal by the contem-
porary society? Below I will try to address these
questions, but first some words about the concept
odal and its historic roots.

The word odal

Old Norse odal is usually understood as inherited
landed property, family estate, allodial property
(Taranger 1913, p. 159f, de Vries 1961). The word
odal attested in Swedish runic inscriptions is likewise
translated as ‘odal (jord)’ (Peterson 2006).
Linguistically, it is related to words like ädel, noble
and adel, nobility (Robberstad 1967, p. 493–494).
Etymologically, the word is of unclear origin, but
may indicate some sort of identification between
the inherited land and the deceased relatives from
which it derived (Foote and Wilson 1970, p. 81). The
fact that the word is widespread among the
Germanic languages – Protogermanic, Old High
German, Old Saxon, Old Anglo-Saxon, Old Nordic
etc. – speak in favour of its old age. The last rune in
the early runic alphabet that emerged c. 0–100 CE
was called odal (Williams 1996a, 1996b, Fischer
2005, p. 47), while the first rune F was called fé,
‘wealth’, ‘cattle’. Movable wealth and landed
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property, of fundamental importance for Germanic
peoples, thus marked the beginning and end of the
elder futhark (Eriksson and Strid 1991, p. 12).
Although it is assumed that the rune names go
back to the time of the creation of the runic alpha-
bet, they are however not preserved from this early
date. The Old English names are known from
Anglo-Saxon and Continental manuscripts from
the eighth century and the Scandinavian names
from the ninth century (Düwel 2001, p. 197–202).
However, the O-rune does not occur in
Scandinavian runic inscriptions to denote the word
odal.

It goes beyond the frame of this article and my
knowledge to set the concept odal in a Continental
framework and compare it with the concept of allo-
dial land, inherited family land, known from the
early Germanic laws. These laws favoured male
lineages and in principle denied women of control
of landed property, of inherited family land (e.g.
Nelson and Rio 2013, p. 111). This gave effect also
on who was allowed to come to power, and how
royal successions took place. The northern part of
Scandinavia is often, also by us scholars working
with it, thought of as a periphery that only gradually
received modernity. But, we always tend to under-
estimate the social structure of the time, and the far-
reaching networks these societies were involved in.
In the period after c. 550 CE, there were very close
connections between the Anglo-Saxon realm,
Merovingian France and Mid-Sweden (Vierck 1981,
p. 94, Ljungkvist 2008, Näsman 2008, p. 39).
Fostering, marriage alliances, trade networks, hos-
tages, members of warbands, part-taking in foreign
body-guards, craft-exchange are all examples of con-
tacts that very likely took place which opened up for
a wider transmissions of ideas around property
rights.

Written sources connecting with a pre–Christian
setting for the concept odal

The Icelandic writer and chieftain Snorri Sturluson
(1179–1241) describes holdar as ‘yeomen who have
full status as regards their lineage and all their legal
rights’ (Snorri Sturluson Edda p. 129). According to
him, the Norwegian kings perceived the kingdom
and the country as their odal. Óláfr Tryggvason (r.
995–1000), Snorri wrote, was ódalborinn til

konungsdóms (c. 1230, Heimskringla II, Ísl. Fornr.
27, p. 47, 1992, p. 38, Snorri Sturluson
Heimskringla). Ódalborinn, ‘by birth entitled to the
kingdom’, foðurarf ‘paternal inheritance’ and lang-
feðgatall, ‘people who follow each other, the son after
the father of the same lineage’ occur in the same text
about Óláfr Haraldsson (r. 1015–1030, Heimskringla
II, Ísl. Fornr. 27, p. 43f, 1992, p. 35), which demon-
strates the strong link between the royal genealogies
and the country/kingdom as paternal inheritance
(Sundqvist 2002, p. 174f). That kingship was thought
of as odal, is attested in eleventh century scaldic
poetry (Sundqvist 2016, p. 451).

For a long time, Snorri Sturluson’s texts were con-
sidered useless as sources for the Scandinavian pre-
Christian society, as they are indirect sources, written
by him, a Christian, more than two hundred years
after the conversion of Iceland (Sundqvist 2016, p.
23–25 for a discussion). Likewise were the provincial
laws of Scandinavia thought to mirror canonic laws
and reflect almost nothing of the Late Iron Age legal
society of Scandinavia (Sjöholm 1988). Today, these
written sources are used critically in combination with
a source-pluralistic method thereby not totally reject-
ing or totally approving them, but moving forward in
a middle way, sorting different time layers and con-
texts not least by the identifiable material objects and
actions referred to (Sundqvist 2016, p. 25).

If a person’s property rights were threatened in
medieval times, the individual should orally declare
his lineage back to heathen times. This was done by
‘enumerating the ancestors possessing the land from
the time of the burials in mounds’ til haugóðals at telia,
as it is formulated in Magnus Lawmender’s Norwegian
Law of the Realm (1274) (MLL, ch. 16) or langfeðga
tall. till haughs ok till heiðni ‘count the ancestry back to
the mound and heathen time’ as Håkon V’s Law
(1316) declares (NGL III, p. 121). The right had to
be defended through oral memory, and the grave
mound held a special position as the materialization
of a family’s affiliation to the land (Gurevich 1985, p.
45). Old Swedish provincial laws from the Middle
Ages, as the Older Västgöta Law (1225) mentions
settlements of special dignity høghae byr ok af heðnu
bygdaer ‘villages with burial mounds settled in pagan
times’. This expression also occurs in the Östgöta Law
(1290), gör by ok gamall, høgha byr ok heðnu byr, ‘a
village, settled and old, village with mounds and from
pagan times’ (Svenska landskapslagar Ä VgL, J, 339,
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ÖgL, B, 217). This implies that the potential right to
ownership and the actual right both were perceived as
having been established in heathen times. The grave
mound seems to have had a symbolic role in inheri-
tance claims regarding landed property.

Medieval Norwegian laws state that if two persons
claimed odelret a trial was held, in which genealogies
played a fundamental role. This type of conflict is
addressed in the Eddic poem Hyndluljód, the lay of
Hyndla and set in a pre-Christian divine context. In the
poem, Ottar is challenged by Angantyr, and has to
describe his lineage to win the lawsuit, which is deter-
mined by arbitration by a genealogical investigation.
The goddess Freyja, who has doubts about him being a
descendant from the gods, questions Ottar. Hyndla
helps Ottar remember and rehearse his lineage, and
he has to give account for his ancestors, both maternal
and paternal as well as ties to the royal families of the
Nordic realms: the skilfingar, ynglingar and skjoldun-
gar (Gurevich 1992, p. 190f, Sundqvist 2002, p. 172f,
Cöllen 2011, p. 202). Ottar has to enumerate his five
ancestors: Innsteinn, Álfr, Úlfr, Sæfari and Svan raudi,
and he himself being the sixth generation (Brink 2002,
p. 104). He thus acts as is stated in the Gulathing Law:
‘Now when the doom is set, (the claimant) shall enu-
merate his ancestors, the five who have owned the land,
and the sixth who had it both in ownership and in odal’
(Brink’s translation cited Sundqvist 2002, note 187).

Above all does the Old Norse god Heimdallr
represent ideas on descent and order, thus personi-
fying many of the aspects linked to the concept odal
(for a full account, see Cöllen 2011, p. 201–219). The
documented traditions on the god reflect his quality
as ancestor. Heimdallr has long been regarded as an
enigmatic god, but as has been shown the god quite
probably represented a more clearly definable and
eminent figure in pre-Christian time, than pre-
viously thought (Cöllen 2011).

The late Viking Age runic inscriptions
mentioning odal

One of the most famous runic inscriptions that
explicitly mentions odal is found in Nora,
Danderyd parish in Uppland, Sweden (U130,
Figure 1)2. The inscription states that: ‘Biorn,
Finnvið’s son, had this rock-slab cut in memory
of Olæif, his brother. He was betrayed at
Finnheiðr. May God help his spirit. This estate is

the allodial land and family inheritance of
Finnviðr’s sons at Ælgiastaðir. ‘Er þessi byR
þæiRa oðal ok ættærfi, FinnviðaR suna a
Ælgiastaðum’. The inscription is placed on a rock
by the Viking Age shoreline at the bottom of the
harbour bay at Nora. The main farm however
seems to have been Älgesta, since the brothers
call themselves Finnvid’s sons of Älgesta. This set-
tlement is situated 36 km to the northwest. There
Björn had a runestone raised over himself (while
he was still alive): ‘Biorn, FinnviðaR sunn, let ræisa
stæin æftiR sik sialfan’ (U433); presumably to
declare his rights to Älgesta. Both inscriptions
were probably hewn c. 1070–1100 CE (Gräslund
2002, p. 144).

Why was it necessary to state: allodial farm and
family inheritance? Did the words have different
meanings or were they synonymous and intended
to give extra power to the expression? The runolo-
gists Elias Wessén and S. B. F. Jansson state that arve

Figure 1. The word pair oðal ok ættærfi is found in the
upper right part of the inscription from the crack in the
stone to the left part of the loop made by the smaller
snake. This means that the first part of the inscription,
from the rune animal’s head and onwards, which carries
the name of the sponsor biorn finnviðar sun ‘Biorn,
Finnvið’s son’ enters under the rune ribbon at the word
ættærfi ‘family inheritance’ (U 130 Nora). Photo: H. Faith-
Ell, 1934, ATA.
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in ancient Swedish and Danish implies inheritance,
inherited estate, landed estate, as well as inheritance
ale (the inheritance ale/beer, i.e. the name of the
burial feast, U130). I have earlier suggested that
ættærfi could stand for the more concrete of the
two words and be synonymous with the inheritance
as well as the rituals by wich the inheritance was
handed over to the next generation. Odal, I then
argued, would stand for the more abstract of the
two and signify the odal right (Zachrisson 1994, p.
6). The type of word-pair and alliteration oðal ok
ættærfi are however found in the law codes in the
provincial laws where they often can denote a uni-
form concept, like arf ok orf, eld ok æril, liþ ok
leþung, roþ ok reþ (UpL Kg comment 30, Ä com-
ment 39, Brink 2005, cp. Ståhle 1956, 1958, 1965). It
has been discussed in detail if these types of rythmic
structure and alliterations are old, or instead young,
learned contributions to the law. Today, it is agreed
that alliteration was used in medieval writings, but
could also be regarded as an archaic level in provin-
cial laws (Brink 2005, p. 93, 98). It is thus quite
possible that the expression oðal ok ættærfi belongs
to an oral legal context and that Björn strengthens
his case by using the type of mnemonic tools that
were in use in the oral past of the predecessors of the
written laws.

In Eneby in Runtuna in Södermanland, a now lost
runic inscription (Sö145, Figure 2) declared: ‘Tosti

(and) Øystæinn, they raised (the stone) in memory
of Tóki. The sons made in memory of their able
father. Tóki owned half of the estate, Grímulfr
owned (the other) half of the estate as ancestral
allodial land’. The runestone was carved on both
sides. It is depicted in Rannsakningar efter antiquit-
eter (1969, p. 18), around the year 1683 ). The most
important source for the Eneby stone is the woodcut
in Bautil produced by Johan Peringsköld and Johan
Hadorph two years later, in 1685. There the runes-
tone can be seen standing at Eneby, by the road with
the church in the distance, and also by the brook
that constituted the settlement boundary to the
south (compare lantmateriet, the historical maps
from Runtuna, Inneberga village 1687, and Eneby
village from 1769). Normally, one would have antici-
pated that the runestone would have been placed
with the beginning of the inscription facing towards
the road (side A), but instead the second side where
the property rights concerning the village were clar-
ified was what met the people passing by (side B)
‘Toki atti by(?) halfan(?), GrimulfR atti halfan(?) by
(?) alda(?) oðali(?)’ [: tuki: ati: ru harfan: krimulfu::
ati: hafan: iu: ata i:: uþuli]. The word odal has been
given special attention. It is found in the centre of
the composition on the stone, placed on a rune staff
crested with a schematic head of a rune-snake
flanked with palmettes; a symbol for the cross that
will flourish, that is the resurrection (Zachrisson

Figure 2. The word odal is placed on the side of the runestone that was facing the road, i.e. to the right in the woodcut. The runes,
uþuli odal, allodial land, are found in the centre of the composition, on a rune staff crested with a schematic head of a rune-snake
flanked with palmettes. Sö 145 Runtuna after Bautil a wood cut by Johan Peringsköld and Johan Hadorph from 1685. ATA.
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1998, p. 142). This ornamental style is used on the
oldest zoomorphic runic inscriptions of the type
called Pr1 dated to c. 1010–1040 CE (Gräslund
1992, p. 143).

Helmer Gustavson has briefly discussed the
inscription and the drawing in Rannsakningar: Toki
ati by halfan. GrimulfR . . . ati halfan oðal’ [ati
should be atti] Gustavson interprets as ‘Toke
owned half the village. Grimulv . . . owned half as
allodial property’. He thus leaves iu: ata i: (see
above) out of the translation (Gustavson 1995,
113–124). Sophus Bugge suggested in Runverser
that ata in ata i:: uþuli would mean ætta(r), but
Erik Brate found it more plausible that i is a mis-
interpreted line of the runic ribbon, and that l had
been dropped before the t giving the word alta
(Södermanlands runinskrifter1924–36, p. 82). The
expression ata uþuli should therefore, he argued,
be understood as alta uþuli, the old lawterm OSwe
alda oðal (Svenska landskapslagar, UpL J I.). Brate’s
interpretation is currently used for instance in the
Scandinavian Runic-text Database.

The road that passed by the runestone was one of
the main roads (Strängnäs–Nyköping) through the
province of Södermanland, probably also used as
Eriksgata, the ceremonial journey of the medieval
kings (see Sundqvist 2002, p. 316f). At the brook
where the runestone stood raised, there is a smaller
road leading south-east to the royal manor Upp-
Husa (Oppusa)/Torsberga, neighbour to Eneby.
The royal estate Upp-Husa houses a most prominent
grave mound from the Iron Age: ‘Uppsa kulle’ is the
third largest preserved mound in Sweden, and mea-
sures 55 m in diameter and 9.5 m in height. The
mound is very exposed in the landscape above the
strait Lövsund and the waterroute Runnviken.
Mounds of these monumental dimensions usually
belong to the period 550–625 CE; this one however,
has not been excavated (Lamm 2006, p. 530, Bratt
2008, p. 65, Ljungkvist 2008, p. 277). In the close
vicinity of Eneby, there were apparently other types
of estates than the ordinary farms, and therefore it
might have especially important to be clear about the
fact that the property was old allodial property.

The expression alda oðal on the Eneby runestone
has parallels in the old Swedish provincial laws. It
might have been an expression used in lawsuits at
Aspa löt, the assembly site of Rönö hundred, situated
5 km north of Eneby löt. This assembly site consists

of a thing-mound and several Viking Age runes-
tones, one of them mentions that the runestone
stands at the thing-place: Stæinn saRsi standr at
Øpi a þingstaði at Þoru ver. ‘This stone stands in
memory of Œpir, on the Assembly-place in memory
of Þóra’s husband’ (Sö137). This runic inscription
belongs to the early phase of the Late Viking Age
runestone tradition, just like the Eneby stone, indi-
cating that the thing-place was in use when the
Eneby runestone was erected (Sö 137, Vikstrand
2015).

The runic text stated that Toke and Grimulf of
Eneby each owned half of the village, and that at
least Grimulf’s part was old odal. This might be
regarded as if a division of the odal land had
occurred (Rønneseth 1975, p. 181). To own half a
village is mentioned in yet other runic inscriptions.
In Släbro, some 30 km from Eneby, another runic
inscription stated that Hamundr, UlfR ræisþu stæin
þennsi æftiR Hrolf, faður sinn, Øyborg at ver sinn.
ÞæiR attu by Sleðabro, Frøystæinn, HrolfR, þrottaR
þegnaR. ‘Hamundr (and) Ulfr raised this stone in
memory of Hrolfr, their father; Øyborg in memory
of her husband. Frøystæinn (and) HrolfR, þegns of
strength, they owned the estate of Sleðabrú’ (Sö 367).
Another runic inscription from Lerkaka in Runsten
parish on Öland (Öl 37) in southern Sweden states
that Atti Unn hiar halfan by, that Unn here owned
half the village, also named Rich-Unn (cf. Selinge
2010, p. 52f).

At Oddernes in Vest-Agder in Norway, Øyvind,
St Olav’s godson, had a church built on his odal.
‘Eyvindr, godson of Ólafr the Slippery/Crooked/
Holy made this church on his allodial land’ (N210).
Eyvind has been identified with Eyvind Urarhorn,
born c. 985 CE, mentioned in Snorri Sturluson’s
Kings’ Sagas. The runic inscription may thus date
to the beginning of the eleventh century. In Sele,
Jæren, in Rogaland a runestone mentioning fishing
places ‘as property and as allodial land’ . . . at aign
auk at oþli (N236). The Viking Age runestones of
Rogaland probably date to the late tenth or early
eleventh century (Krövel 2001, p. 212).

A male or female called Óðalfreðr or Óðalfríðr (u)
talfriþʀ has sponsored a runestone around c.
1010–1040 CE placed at Åkerby church in central
Uppland in Midsweden: ‘Óðalfríðr/Óðalfreðr raised
these stones in memory of Styrr, her/his father. May
God help their spirits. Brandr cut the runes’. Odal
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was normally not used as prefix in Nordic personal
names from the Viking Age, except in this case
(Peterson 2007, p. 170–171). It is however used on
the Continent around the same time, and a man
Odalfrid was for instance the chancellor of the east
Frankian king Konrad I (r. 911–918; Struck 1990,
p. 53).

Genealogies presented in runic inscriptions

In Norra Sandsjö, Njudung in Småland Ärinvard
had a runestone raised in the early eleventh cen-
tury (Sm 71, Figure 3, Gräslund 2002, p. 154). This
runestone was erected untraditionally, on top of a
ridge overlooking the lake Sandsjön (Figure 4).
The ridge belonged to the settlement Sandsjö,
where a church later during the twelfth century
was to be built (Ullén cited Zachrisson 2002, p.
35–45). The grounds south of the ridge carry traces
of a complicated land use, according to agrarian

archaeologists who made excavations in the fields.
The change in farming system that they mirror
occurred in the late Vendel Period/Viking Age
(14C-datings 678 ± 80, 891 ± 70 CE, Gren 2003,
p. 150f). These landscape changes may ultimately
have been why Ärinvard had to sponsor an uncon-
ventional runic inscription: Ærinvarðr let ræisa
stæin þenna æftiR Hægga, faður sinn, ok Hæru,
faður hans, ok Karl, hans faður, [ok] Hæru, hans
faður, ok Þiagn/Þegn, hans faður, ok æftiR þa
langfæðrga fæm. ‘Ærinvarðr had this stone raised
in memory of Heggi, his father and Hæra, his (i.e.
Heggi’s) father, and Karl, his (i.e. Hæra’s) father
and Hæra, his father and Þegn, his father and in
memory of these five forefathers’.

Ärinvard acted as if his odal rights were ques-
tioned and enumerated his five forefathers. This is
further underlined by the expression langfæðrga
fæm, which can be translated ‘persons that follow
after each other, son after father in the same lineage
for five generations’. In Icelandic Medieval literature,
the word Old Norse langfæðgar was used for genea-
logies (Sundqvist 2002, p. 153f). Ärinvard is thus the
sixth generation and presumably the first generation
that had odal right. When counting hypothetical
generations forward from the transformation of the
agrarian landscape (i.e. oldest 14C-datings ±
80 years) to the supposed dating of the runestone,
Ärinward could quite possibly have belonged to the
sixth generation. His personal name also differs from
the other male relatives in the genealogical chain.
Karl and Thegn can be titles or personal names,
Hära means old age and Hägge, the bird-cherry
tree (Peterson 2007, cf. Zachrisson 2002, p. 36f).
Ärinvard’s name in contrast is interpreted as eagle-
guardian (Peterson 2007), a name that gives elite
associations. Hunting with trained birds of prey
was introduced in the Late Roman and Migration
period, but normally goshawks and falcons were
used. Using eagles was much more demanding, it
was an equestrian technique that was imported from
the east in the Viking Age. Bones of eagles are found
in three high status male cremation burials from
tenth century in Midsweden (Zachrisson 2002,
2010).

In Hälsingland, 650 km away from Sandsjö, Hæ-
Gylfe, the father of Hromund, claimed and owned
land as is described in a complicated runic inscrip-
tion on the Malsta stone, recently interpreted anew

Figure 3. The Norra Sandsjö runestone (Sm 71). Photo: Linus
Blohmé, 2001.
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by Lena Peterson (2012): ‘Hrō(ð)mundr erected this/
these stone/s in memory of Hé-Gylfir, Brīsi’s son.
And Brīsi was Lini’s(?) son. And Lini(?) was Unn’s
son. And Unn was Ófeigr’s son. And Ófeigr was
Þórir’s son. Grōa was Hé-Gylfir’s mother. And
Berglǫf. And Guðrūn. Hróðmundr, Hé-Gylfir’s son
coloured these runes. We sought this stone in the
north in Balasteinn. Gylfir acquired this land and
then in Vika in the north /further north three
estates, and then Lønangri and then Feðrasjór’
(after Peterson 2012, cp. Åhlén 1994). The five
ancestors of Hæ-Gylfe are enumerated: Brīsi, Lini,
Unn, Ofeg and Tore. In the two provincial laws from
Sweden, the Uppland Law (1290) and the Hälsinge
Law (c. 1320–1350), on the enactment on how to
inherit property and who inherited from whom, the
law says: ‘This is the inheritance procedure until the
fifth line or generation’ (Brink 2002, p. 103–5,
Samling af Sweriges Gamla Lagar Ä11, Svenska land-
skapslagar, Ä 11).

There exists a Runic Swedish word langmøðrgu
(R), female ancestors in three generations that prob-
ably was the female counterpart to the langfæðragaR.
This type of female line is alluded to in a runic
inscription from Södermanland, from the deserted
church of Ärja (Sö176C). The inscription was prob-
ably once placed on one of the slabs of a stone-cist, a
very unusual monument for Viking Age in Middle
Sweden. The inscription was carved with short-twig
runes and probably dates as early as to c. 900 CE. It
states: ‘. . . each of the three ancestresses has six
children, the best “En hværiaR æigu langmøðrgu

þriāR barn siax, bæzt”’. This female line has been
compared with a similar, cautiously suggested,
ancestral maternal line in the Malsta inscription
above consisting of three generations of females:
Groa, Berglov, and Gudrun (Källström 2013,
152–153, cp. Peterson 2012).

The late Viking Age runestone tradition

Late Viking Age runestones belong in a Christian
memorial tradition. The inscription, the materiality
of the monument and its context together form and
communicate the memory of deceased relatives.
Nevertheless, runestones do almost exclusively con-
vey a male memory (Sawyer 2002, p. 65), as if there
were few women worthy enough to be commemo-
rated. Birgit Sawyer has argued that runestones were
intimately linked to inheritance rights of landed
property (Sawyer 1988, 2000). She has identified a
Danish-Norwegian-West Swedish pattern, and a
contrasting East-Swedish-pattern where often several
sponsors raised runestone together and women were
more often included (Sawyer 2002, p. 66–68). But, it
has recently been shown (Ljung 2016) that who is
commemorated in the runic inscriptions changes
over time as the runestone tradition moves from a
landscape setting within a farm domain, to runic
inscribed grave monuments erected at early
Christian churchyards. In a landscape setting, the
runestone was in contact with the landed property
of the farm and a male memory expressing honour-
able deeds and qualities was communicated, and

Figure 4. The runestone is standing on the ridge Runåsen. Photo: Linus Blohmé, 2001.
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distant relatives and in-laws were also mentioned. In
a landscape setting, it was also quite normal for a
man to be mentioned by his first name and the name
of the farm that he was connected to, as some
eleventh century runic inscriptions show: Björn in
Granby (U338), Ugg in Svanby (U1146), Torsten in
Skyttinge (Sö84) and Gunnar’s son in Rissne (U382,
Peterson 2007, p. 310–325). Women however were
never commemorated by this type of reference.
When in a churchyard context on the other hand,
the runic inscriptions to a larger extent included
women, but were restricted to the closest family
relations and very rarely contained information on
honourable qualities and such (Ljung 2016). To
directly relate the general figures for all types of
Late Viking Age runic inscriptions to inheritance
patterns without a closer look at the contexts for
them, therefore leads wrong. In the churchyards,
grave monuments with runic inscriptions were
placed over both men and women, and conse-
quently, women then became truly visible, even
though a majority of the deceased and sponsors of
monuments still were men (Ljung 2016, p. 235).

The importance of family burial grounds in
Mid–Sweden

During the tenth century, remarkably many grave
mounds were erected in the whole of the Mälar
Valley, especially in the part north of the lake
Mälaren. This movement must have involved the
entire landowning group (Bratt 2008, p. 174).
Traditionally, grave mounds were erected over men
since the sixth century, and this was still the case
when men were buried alone in the tenth century
(Bratt 2008, p. 74). Altogether this indicates that the
social group behind the grave mounds, most prob-
ably free landowners, had been enlarged in the tenth
century and opened up to include also new groups
that earlier used to have been excluded.

At the same time, there occurred a reuse of earlier
graves at the burials grounds, where later burials
were placed on top of older graves; ritual actions
that sought to connect with the past. These super-
impositions were not randomly made, but formed
patterns in time and space. The tradition started as a
rare phenomenon during the Migration Period
(400–550 CE) and became very common first during
the tenth and eleventh centuries. It took place in the

whole Mälar Valley and did not occur on ‘shortlived’
farms, but in the final phase of burial grounds estab-
lished in Roman times or earlier, thus at settlements
with a long continuity of often 500 years. The indi-
viduals in the overlying graves as well as in the
underlying grave stood out from contemporary
graves on the cemeteries and sometimes in the
region. These individuals must, judging by their
grave goods, have had high social positions, and
thus inhabited prosperous farms. The times that
were linked through the superimposition could
cover considerable time distances, often coinciding
with a hypothetical living memory of five genera-
tions (Hållans Stenholm 2006, 2012, p. 118).

The fact that the superimpositions show common
patterns, Ann-Mari Hållans Stenholm argues, sug-
gests that these ‘were formal acts’. The tradition
expressed cultural memories tied to certain historical
individuals probably known by name, that were part
of the social landscape of the living and dead belong-
ing to the ancient farms (Hållans Stenholm 2012, p.
244). These farm owners seem to have been obsessed
with commemoration rituals at their burial grounds,
and Hållans Stenholm calls it ‘memory mania’. The
rise in the number of superimpositions in the tenth
century could be explained as a social stress and
reaction of the householders at these ancient farms
who saw that their rights were questioned, or dimin-
ishing. In the tenth century, a large influx of Islamic
silver also opened up possibilities to purchase land as
runic inscriptions like the Veda-rock in Angarn,
Uppland shows (U209, Zachrisson 1994, p. 235),
which may have added to the tension in the group
of landowners. Hence, it seems likely that the group
of ancient farms engaged in commemoration rituals
identified by Hållans Stenholm could be the very
same that held property rights expressed as old
odal in the runic inscriptions from the early eleventh
century.

Regional burial rights

A few burial mounds were built in the fourth cen-
tury in central Sweden, but the fifth century seems to
be the breakthrough for the mounds (Bennett 1987a,
p. 73). After a climate crisis in the 530s and 540s,
monumental mounds started to be built. This first
generation of large mounds was especially monu-
mental and linked to specific sites, such as the
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royal seat Old Uppsala (Bratt 2008, p. 63f, Ljungkvist
2008, 2013). It is known in the written sources as the
seat of god Freyr and his descendants, the illustrious
Ynglingar (Sundqvist 2002). The claim for legitimacy
that the monumental kings mounds of old Uppsala
express suggests that these claims were considerably
greater and mirrored the establishment of a royal
genealogy where property claims were related to a
realm (Gurevich 1985, p. 198, Sundqvist 2002, p.
174, Zachrisson 2011a, p. 149, 2011b, p. 111). It
can be compared with the claim to the ownership
of different farmlands in the rural landscape. In the
burial grounds of ordinary Iron Age settlements, the
clearly coped burial mounds occur from the Early
Vendel Period, c. 550 CE and onwards, very typical
of Late Iron Age in central Sweden (Bennett 1987a,
p. 21, 185). These coped mounds are constructed to
be manifest and distinct in the landscape (Figure 5)
and can be interpreted as expressing property claims.
It seems reasonable to assume that at the erfi feast of
the farm, the ancestors of the dead farm holder were
enumerated, and that this had legal implication for
the inheritance as a way of securing and legitimizing
the succession of the farm.

Settlement changes were seen in Scandinavia in
the wake of a climatic crisis, several volcanic erup-
tions, that occurred over a ten-year period with a
start in 536–537 CE and had global impact
(Gräslund 2007, Gräslund and Price 2012, Büntgen
et al. 2016). This change may have had social

consequences. Daniel Löwenborg (2012) assumes
that there was a property right called odal in
Midsweden before the social changes took place in
the 500s. These property rights may have been rede-
fined after the 530s, when there would also have
been increased opportunities for private ownership
of land. Bo Gräslund, on the other hand, views the
strict requirements that seem to surround the early
medieval odal rights, as a metaphor for ancient
rights in general, which in practice had no signifi-
cance other than when claiming rights to land, that
had been deserted during the mid 500s (Gräslund
2012).

In the Early Iron Age, not all of the population
was worthy of visible graves, but there was a balance
between the males, females and children that were
interred, roughly about one third of each group (e.g.
Ljung 2001, Mejsholm 2009, p. 150). After c. 550, the
pattern is very different, nearly no children at all
were given a burial that left traces possible for
archaeologists to detect (Mejsholm 2009, p. 153,
254–255). This together with the fact that especially
men were buried in mounds and generally in graves
that were of larger and more visible dimensions than
those of the women underlines that male burials
were made manifest in the landscape (Bennett
1987a, 1987b, Bratt 2008). Normally, the burial
ground was placed within sight from the contem-
porary farm (Ambrosiani 1964). During the Late
Iron Age, the farms were stationary in the

Figure 5. A burial ground from the Late Iron Age at Hammarby, Hammarby parish, Uppland characterized by its grave mounds (Raä
Hammarby 54:1). Photo: Tomas Carlberg, 2016.
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landscape (Göthberg 2000), indicating that the land
was not split when inherited, but the family domain
connected with the burial ground was kept intact.
This goes well in hand with a society that favours
genealogies and male lineages connected to a family
burial ground, and strongly indicates that there were
formalized regulations when a farm holder died and
his landed property was moved on to the next farm
holder in succession. The burial mound seems to
have played an important role in the legitimacy
requests in the provincial laws from the Middle
Ages when property rights were questioned. Claims
from the villages with burial mounds of old age from
pagan times had priority over the requests from
younger settlements (Selinge 1980).

My conclusion is that the concept odal is old and
connected to inherited land. In Midsweden, it can be
set in a Late Roman Iron Age context, intimately
connected with the farm burial grounds of ancient
and prosperous farms that remained in use from c.
300 CE up to the Late Viking Age and Christian
times c. 1000–1100 CE (cf. Bennett 1987b, p.
154–155, Zachrisson 1994, p. 231). As Löwenborg
rightly states, the large-scale events in the 530- and
540s with possible famines must seriously have
affected the property rights, whether or not the
Justinian plague also hit the Nordic countries. But
the climatic crisis was not responsible for all social
changes. Many lay already in the society that pre-
ceded it, but the climatic crisis could probably func-
tion as a catalyst, making the changes more
profound than they otherwise would have been.

As a more formalized property right in the sense
that it is alluded to in early medieval laws and runic
inscriptions, the odal rights can be traced back to the
societal changes around c. 550 CE following the
climatic crisis. The beginning of the Vendel period
saw much of the same economic boom as in the
aftermath of the Black Death (Andrén 2014, p.
178–183). Property rights probably had to be re-
negotiated in a much more hierarchal society. C.
550–600 CE, the royal seat of old Uppsala in
Midsweden was monumentalized with several large
halls built on artificial plateaus and likewise monu-
mental burial mounds, stating large claims of power.
A 500 m2 huge hall building has been excavated that
was erected during the period of intense contacts
with realms abroad. Archaeology shows that the

milieu in Old Uppsala had information and net-
works addressing the region that they represented,
but also alluding to elite behaviour on an over-
regional geographic scale. The large assembly that
took place in Old Uppsala for all Svear (Andersson
2004, for the svear, Nordberg 2006, for the assem-
bly), the people of Mid-Sweden must also have been
important as a mediator when formalizing land
rights. This larger realm and new social setting,
where mounds were so regularly built at the Late
Iron Age burial grounds at the same time as children
practically ‘disappeared’ from the burials, indicate
that the property rights were formalized in the
society that emerged in the Vendel period and
Viking Age (550–1050 CE).

Property rights in Southern Scandinavia

The mound seems in Scandinavia to have been espe-
cially connected with property rights (cf. Skre 1998,
p. 199–212) and much of what has been synthesized
for the development in central Sweden has parallels
in Norwegian contexts, although there burial
mounds were built almost continuously from the
Bronze Age and onwards (cf. Ringstad 1991, Bratt
2008). In Denmark, grave mounds were more rarely
constructed during the Late Iron Age than in
Norway and Sweden, but could occur in special
social settings as in Jelling. Thus, property rights in
relation to Late Iron Age burials and burial grounds
have not been the focus of a similar discussion in
Denmark. However, property rights in relation to
Iron Age settlements have been discussed by several
Danish archaeologists. The theme has especially
been addressed by Mads Holst (2004); summarized
2010) in his thesis on the development of the large
Iron Age villages on Jylland. For the household,
family, inheritance and marriage restrictions played
a vital role. Holst makes a simple model for how
these principles could have been translated in the
landscape, by using Germanic laws as analogies
(Holst 2004, p. 197). It is assumed that each house-
hold had individual rights to a plot in the ownership
system, which can be seen archeologically, and that
these rights were subject to the same development as
other property in connection with marriage and
inheritance. Another assumption is that property
was not split into smaller parts, as there are no
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archaeological traces of such. A third assumption is
that every new household formed by marriage was
given the right to establish a new farm. This right
did not have to be released immediately. The bilat-
eral system, where the inheritance was distributed
according to the real estate principles, resulted in a
constant redistribution of land within the village
community. All in all, the model can explain the
dynamics of the constant redevelopment of farms
and the abandonment of others, as well as the spread
of farms in the domain over time. And, Holst
emphasizes, this occurs without the intervention by
any external control or superior power (2004, p.198).

Early on in the Pre-Roman Iron Age, one did not
seem to have manipulated the ownership. But, the
archaeological material seems to indicate that there
gradually was a desire to keep the farm’s property
undivided by different marriage and heritage strate-
gies. A strategic possibility was to allow inheritance
of land to go to a limited number of individuals, for
example sons. Several of the Germanic laws also
indicate that there was an increased emphasis on
the patrilineal side. Thus, during the course of the
Iron Age, there probably was a shift from bilateral
elements in the family inheritance to patrilineal
(Holst 2004, p. 199–200). The large long houses
that occur archaeologically also seem to indicate
this, as more than one household probably inhabited
them. Gradually, land accumulated through strategic
thinking within the village system; changes were
taking place and some farms grew. Those who
stuck to the old way of forming new households
with new farms scattered within the properties
would slowly witness their property shrink, and
land would gradually be transferred to the group
representing the new strategies. During the Vendel
period (c. 550–750 CE), according to Holst, some
farms grew larger, while there were also small farms
with short duration. The large manorial estates that
occur during the Viking Age and early medieval
period can be viewed as a continuation of the devel-
opment where land was accumulated on ever fewer
hands. Several of these processes later form the basis
for the early medieval aristocracy (Holst 2004, p.
200). Holst does not associate these patterns with
the odal right, but the strategic development and the
gradual growth of certain domains that favour undi-
vided land and strategic family planning could well
be discussed against such a background.

Notes

1. The current Swedish term odal will hereafter be used in
this paper.

2. The runic inscriptions in the article are translated into
English according to the Scandinavian Runic-text
Database, free to download from the website at the
Dept. of Scandinavian Languages, Uppsala University,
available from: http://www.nordiska.uu.se/forskn/sam
nord.htm
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